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Executive Summary

Background

This report is the second in a series of comprehensive quarterly status reports on efforts to prepare electric power supply and delivery systems for operation into the Year 2000. This report was prepared by the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) in response to a May 1998 request from the United States Department of Energy (DOE) to coordinate the industry’s Y2k effort. The first quarterly status report was delivered to DOE on September 17, 1998.

Results from the Fourth Quarter 1998

Minimal Operational Impact: With more than 44% of mission-critical components tested through November 30, 1998, findings continue to indicate that transition through critical Year 2000 (Y2k) rollover dates is expected to have minimal impact on electric system operations in North America. Only a small percentage of components tested indicate problems with Y2k date manipulations. The types of impacts found thus far include such errors as incorrect dates in event logs or displays, but do not appear to affect the ability to keep generators and power delivery facilities in service and electricity supplied to customers.

Universal Participation: The level of participation in the industry-coordinated Y2k readiness assessment process increased dramatically during the fourth quarter 1998 and exceeds 98% of the electrical systems in the United States and Canada. This accomplishment addresses a concern raised in the previous report regarding the status of the non-reporting entities. Efforts will continue toward retaining as close to universal participation as possible. Recent legislation on Y2k information disclosure, as well as the credibility gained by the first report to DOE, has had a positive impact in encouraging information sharing and allowing additional entities to report their readiness status.

Contingency Planning: Despite the expected minimal impacts on operating systems, the electric industry is taking very serious steps to prepare for possible operating contingencies. First drafts of contingency plans are being completed now by bulk electric operating organizations and will be reviewed by NERC and the NERC Regional Councils by the end of January 1999. Contingency plans are to be ready by the end of June 1999. Additionally, the industry is preparing to conduct two coordinated drills on April 9, 1999 and on September 8–9, 1999 to prepare for operations under Y2k conditions.
Critical Issues

Issue 1 – Meeting Industry Established Targets: Analysis of fourth quarter 1998 report data (through November 30, 1998) indicates that, on average, the electric industry is close to, but slightly lagging the target of all mission-critical facilities being Y2k Ready by June 30, 1999. Follow-up interviews conducted by NERC staff with Y2k program managers indicate that those entities reporting expected completion dates later than the industry targets are doing so for one or both of the following reasons:

- A small number of facilities or systems (typically 1–5 per entity) may be completed beyond the target date because of a scheduled outage period or other project planning considerations.
- Some entities have been including items in their monthly reports not essential to sustained reliable electric operations going into the Year 2000.

A general conclusion from these discussions with Y2k program managers, which must be confirmed by more detailed reporting, is that nearly all electrical systems necessary to operate into the Year 2000 will have been tested, remediated, and declared Y2k Ready by June 30, 1999. Any facilities or systems that will be completed after this date are specifically known, are limited in number, and would not adversely impact the ability to provide sustained reliable electric service into the Year 2000 should they not be available. Despite these assurances, further steps are outlined in this report to move the industry into conformance with established targets.

Issue 2 – Limited Ability to Test External Voice and Data Communications:
Operation of electric systems is highly dependent on voice and data communications from external service providers. The electric industry has been assured and has full confidence that telecommunications services will be reliable through Y2k rollover periods. However, it is difficult to achieve extensive verification in the form of integrated testing of electrical system voice and data communications functions with external communications services providers. The dependence on voice and data communications directly affects real-time operations and control of electric systems and therefore requires the greatest attention in contingency planning and preparations.

The electric industry is working hard, in cooperation with the telecommunications industry, to address this dependency issue. Coordination meetings are already taking place to understand the contingency requirements of each sector. Controlled demonstration tests are planned between electric substations and control centers and external telecommunications providers. The lessons from these coordination meetings and demonstration tests will be widely distributed to members of both industries. Additionally, communications will be the focus of electric industry contingency planning and drills.
Issue 3 – Preparation of Distribution Systems for Y2k: Results to date indicate that distribution systems are generally the least dependent on electronics and computers and are the least susceptible to Y2k anomalies. Several industry associations working with NERC have done an excellent job of enlisting the participation and cooperation of the approximately 3,000 electric distribution entities in the United States and Canada.

Despite this reduced distribution equipment vulnerability, these systems are on the front line of electricity delivery to customers. Distribution systems are essentially radial in design and have fewer options that can be used to correct in real time for a failure. Therefore, continued vigilance is necessary to complete testing of all critical electronic components within distribution systems. Contingency planning and preparations are a key aspect of assuring distribution systems are ready to respond to conditions that might affect the ability to serve customers.

Continuing Industry Efforts

This report updates the industry work plan for continued coordination of Y2k efforts across North American electric systems:

1. NERC and its Regional Reliability Councils, in a cooperative partnership with the several trade associations, will continue to facilitate electric industry preparations for Y2k. These efforts include ongoing readiness assessment reports and information sharing.

2. The Y2k readiness assessment process will be modified to recognize specific, justifiable exceptions to the industry target dates and to apply greater supervision to any programs that are not in conformance with industry goals.

3. Draft contingency plans will be reviewed and coordinated at the Regional and NERC levels, with a goal of having plans ready by June 30, 1999.

4. The industry will conduct a drill on April 9, 1999, aimed at operating with limited communications under simulated Y2k conditions.

5. NERC will facilitate coordination efforts with the telecommunications industry to better understand and prepare for interdependencies. This effort will include one or more integrated demonstration tests between electric facilities and external communications services.
Section 1. Conclusions and Recommendations

1.1 Overall Summary of Y2k Readiness Status

The following expectations are reasonable at this time based on information reviewed through the fourth quarter 1999 (based on data provided through November 30, 1998):

1. With proper contingency planning, sufficient generating capacity is anticipated to be available to meet demand during critical Y2k transition periods, including additional reserves and quick start units.

2. Nuclear generating facilities are expected to be available to supply their share of energy needs and all nuclear safety systems are expected to be fully ready for Y2k.

3. Transmission outages are expected to be minimal and outages that may occur are anticipated to be mitigated by reduced energy transfers established as part of the contingency planning process.

4. Distribution systems tend to be the least sensitive to Y2k anomalies, but testing and contingency planning remain important, as distribution systems have the least options for redundant supplies and facilities.

5. Telecommunications from external service providers is a key issue due to the uncertainties as to what capabilities might be lost and the real-time impact of any such losses. Extensive coordination and joint demonstration tests with the telecommunications industry are required.

1.2 Critical Issues

Although a guarantee of continuous electric supply is not possible due to everyday occurrences, the goals of the Y2k program in the electric industry are:

- To provide electricity supply and delivery to customers that is uninterrupted by a Y2k condition or failure.
- To provide continuous operation of all essential functions and services such as customer response, business operations, supplies, and emergency repair capability.

Three issues are presented here as needing special focus in the coming months in order to achieve these goals.

Issue 1 — Meeting Industry Established Targets: The industry target dates have been set in recognition of the strategic importance of reliable electricity supply to all other sectors and to national security. Additionally, these targets were set to allow time for validation and execution of contingency preparations
and the conduct of a rehearsal exercise on the rollover from September 8 to September 9, 1999. The targets are:

- All mission-critical facilities needed for sustained electrical operations into the Year 2000 are *Y2k Ready* by June 30, 1999.

Analysis of the fourth quarter 1999 report data (through November 30, 1998) indicates that, on average, the electric industry is close to, but slightly lagging its Y2k readiness targets. However, this means a portion of the industry is reporting expected completion dates that lag the established targets. Follow-up interviews were conducted with some Y2k program managers, by the NERC staff, to determine the reasons these entities are expecting to miss the targets. It is apparent from these discussions that:

- Most electric facilities necessary for reliable operation into the Year 2000 will have completed *Remediation and Testing* by the end of May 1999.
- A small number of facilities (typically 1–5 per entity) may be completed beyond the target because of a scheduled outage period, vendor supply restrictions, or other project planning considerations.
- Some entities have been including items in their monthly reports not essential to sustained reliable electric operations into the Year 2000.

A general conclusion from these discussions with Y2k program managers, which must be confirmed by more detailed reporting information in future periods, is that nearly all electrical systems necessary to operate into the Year 2000 will have been tested, remediated, and declared *Y2k Ready* by June 30, 1999. Any facilities or systems that will be completed after this date are specifically known, are limited in number, and would not impact the ability to provide reliable service into the Year 2000 if operation without the equipment became necessary.

Despite these assurances, further steps are outlined in this report to move the industry into conformance with established targets. NERC and its Regional Councils will identify and apply greater supervision to bulk electric Y2k programs that do not conform to industry expectations. The four criteria for a non-conforming program are:

1. Expected to complete *Remediation and Testing* or *Y2k Ready* status for mission-critical electrical facilities past industry targets of May 31, 1999 and June 30, 1999, respectively. Reasonable, specific exceptions may be justified for a limited number of facilities if they do not pose a risk to electric operations into the Year 2000.
2. Reported exceptions are excessive, not reasonably justified, or may pose a risk to electric operations into the Year 2000.
3. Missed status reports for two consecutive months.
4. Program has no written plan or does not report to executive management.

This clear position on the need for conformance to industry targets, and the recognition that a small number of facilities may have reasonable justification for a later completion date, should result in the industry being on track to meet its targets by the first quarter 1999 report to DOE.

**Issue 2 — External Telecommunications Dependency:** It is becoming clear that voice and data communications from external service providers is a key dependency that affects real-time operation and control of electric systems and that extensive integrated testing with these external communications providers will not be practical.

The electric industry has been repeatedly assured and has full confidence that telecommunications services will be reliable through Y2k rollover periods. However, it is difficult to achieve extensive verification in the form of integrated testing of electrical systems voice and data communications functions with external communications services providers. Electric systems have other dependencies, such as fuel supply and spare/replacement parts. However, voice and data communications are real-time dependencies and are the most challenging to account for in contingency planning and preparations.

The electric industry has taken an approach of testing all mission-critical facilities, including its internally owned voice and data communications facilities. The testing, however, generally stops with the electric utility’s equipment and does not include external communications services.

The telecommunications industry is working on the Y2k issue as much or more than any other sector. The inability to conduct extensive, integrated testing with all critical communications customers is understandable, as communications networks are global, very complex, and extremely interconnected. Telecommunications service providers cannot conduct end-to-end testing of live circuits, including integrated testing with all critical customers’ equipment. The conclusion at this point is that extensive, end-to-end testing of electrical utility voice and data equipment with external telecommunications service providers is not practical.

This characterization is intended to spotlight electric system operational concerns, not to point attention toward the telecommunications industry. In a parallel situation, it is also not practical for the electric industry to perform end-to-end testing that includes coordinated rollovers with all critical electricity customer equipment. The inability to perform end-to-end testing is not a limitation unique to the telecommunications industry.

To address this issue, the electric industry must work hard and in close cooperation with the telecommunications industry. Coordination meetings are
already taking place to understand the interdependencies and contingency requirements of each sector. A small number of controlled demonstration tests are being planned jointly between electric substations, power plants, control centers, and external telecommunications providers. It is important in these efforts to obtain the cooperation of not only major communications service providers, but also the local telephone companies that provide leased line service. The lessons from these coordination meetings and demonstration tests will be widely distributed to members of both industries.

In addition to these industry-level efforts, coordination and some integrated testing efforts are occurring at the individual utility level. The goal of these efforts is to provide greater assurances that electric and telecommunications services will be there for each other during critical Y2k periods. Obviously, extensive joint testing at the individual utility level is not practical when one realizes there are over 3,200 electric organizations and over 1,400 telecommunications organizations in North America who are dependent on each other.

**Issue 3 — Distribution Systems:** Results to date indicate that local distribution systems are generally the least dependent on electronics and computers and the least susceptible part of the electric system to Y2k anomalies. Industry associations working with NERC (American Public Power Association, the Canadian Electricity Association, the Edison Electric Institute, and the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association) have done an excellent job of enlisting the participation and cooperation of the approximately 3,000 electric distribution entities in the United States and Canada. This information, included with this report, provides assurances that distribution systems are less vulnerable to Y2k anomalies and that they are taking steps to test and repair equipment that may be susceptible.

Despite this reduced distribution equipment vulnerability, these systems are on the front line of electricity delivery to customers. Distribution systems are essentially radial in design and have fewer options that can be used to correct in real-time for a failure. Therefore, continued vigilance is necessary to complete testing of all critical electronic components within distribution systems. Contingency planning and preparations are a key aspect of assuring distribution systems are ready to respond to conditions that might affect the ability to serve customers.

To address this issue, the following measures are recommended:

1. Associations should continue the quarterly assessment of Y2k readiness of distribution systems, with a goal of universal participation of distribution entities in North America.
2. Efforts should be expanded to assure testing of all critical digital components in distribution systems and to assure development of contingency plans.

The recommendations above are directed to all types of distribution systems without distinction of size or ownership type.

1.3 General Recommendations to the Electric Industry

The following recommendations support the continuation of the industry-led Y2k program:

1. NERC and its Regional Reliability Councils, in a cooperative partnership with sector trade associations, should continue to facilitate electric industry preparations for Y2k. These efforts include ongoing readiness assessments, information sharing, and other activities defined in the NERC Y2k Coordination Plan.

2. Organizations within the electric industry should establish project plans and resources to meet or exceed the industry milestones of completing Remediation and Testing by May 31, 1999, and all mission-critical systems Y2k Ready by June 30, 1999.

3. With coordination by NERC and its Regions, the industry should assess operating risks associated with Y2k and prepare contingency plans by June 30, 1999. Steps to mitigate operating risks should be coordinated on Interconnection, intra- and interregional, and individual company levels.

4. Coordination should be established at the industry and organizational levels to address interdependencies with communications providers, natural gas and oil suppliers, and coal transportation providers.

5. Interdependencies with external telecommunications providers should receive special attention, including development of demonstration tests and coordinated inter-sector contingency planning.

6. Additional focus should be applied to executing Y2k programs for digital components and preparing contingency plans in electric distribution systems.

1.4 What Can Others Do?

Overall success of Y2k efforts in the electric industry depends on cooperation among the industry, government agencies, and customers. This section suggests ways that these stakeholders may help the process.
Federal Governments in the United States, Canada, and Mexico

1. Allow the industry to continue managing Y2k efforts. Feedback on overall goals and effectiveness of Y2k efforts should be provided through the existing industry-led program.

2. Coordinate global issues related to Y2k that may have secondary effects on sustaining electricity supply in North America, including international oil and gas supplies and financial institutions.

3. Facilitate inter-sector coordination as needed to address interdependencies and assure continuity of essential services.

State, Provincial, and Local Governments and Commissions

1. Encourage electric utilities within the local jurisdiction to participate in the industry efforts facilitated by NERC, its Regional Reliability Councils, and the industry trade association partners. Maximize the use of the existing NERC-facilitated process and readiness assessment information. Additional surveys and reports tend to draw resources from the primary focus of addressing Y2k technical issues.

2. Facilitate inter-utility coordination within the local jurisdiction to assure continuity of essential utility services such as electricity, water, sewage, natural gas, and telephone.

3. Facilitate coordination of emergency services such as police, fire, and other emergency management services.

Electricity Customers

1. Identify the possible impacts of Y2k in your business or home and initiate actions necessary to assure safety and business continuity.

2. Check the Y2k information provided by your local electricity provider on the Internet or through literature mailings. If you are not satisfied with the Y2k program of your electricity provider, let them know.

3. Customers with electrical demands essential to safety and public well-being, such as hospitals; emergency services; public communications; gas, water, and sewage facilities; and hazardous materials handlers should review their emergency power supply provisions and procedures, and coordinate their needs with the local electricity provider.

4. Large commercial and industrial customers that would be severely impacted by an electrical outage should also review their emergency power supply provisions and procedures, and coordinate their needs with the local electricity provider.
Section 2. Background

2.1 Y2k in Electric Systems

Appendix A provides an introductory review of how electric systems operate and the potential impacts of Y2k.

2.2 Y2k Readiness Assessment Objective

In a letter to NERC in May 1998, DOE requested an initial assessment by September 1998 of the electric industry’s progress in addressing the Y2k issue and assurance by July 1999 that electric systems are ready to operate into the Year 2000 (Appendix B). This report provides the second assessment of Y2k readiness of the electric industry. Subsequent reports will continue to be provided on a quarterly basis.

This report provides a comprehensive status report of:

- What the electric industry is doing to address the Y2k issue and how much progress has been made in the fourth quarter 1998.
- What the plans are to complete the preparations for Y2k.
- How the industry is preparing to deal with and minimize the impact of any contingencies on the electric system that might still occur, despite best efforts to fix or replace Y2k-deficient devices.

2.3 Readiness Assessment Process

A brief overview of the readiness assessment process is provided here, with a more detailed description provided in Appendix C.

NERC Y2k Readiness Assessment Process

The NERC Y2k Readiness Assessment process uses a detailed questionnaire that allows each organization to report progress across NERC-established mission-critical areas. The reporting cycle has been completed on a monthly basis since its inception in July 1998. The NERC questionnaire is targeted to the approximately 200 entities that own, operate, or monitor the bulk electric systems of North America.

Distribution System Process

A separate process to gather information from the 3,000 distribution systems is managed under NERC supervision by the American Public Power Association (APPA), the Canadian Electricity Association (CEA), the Edison Electric Institute (EEI), and the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA). These
organizations bring the ability to rapidly and closely coordinate with electric distribution entities through their existing membership channels. These four organizations have consolidated their findings into the distribution report of Section 3.8.

**Nuclear Facility Process**

NERC has enlisted the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) to provide assessment findings for nuclear facilities, which have been incorporated into Section 3.4 of the report. NEI’s Y2k program allows for greater efficiency and technical expertise in the nuclear area than would otherwise be available. CEA has assisted by providing analysis of data from Canadian nuclear facilities.

**Business Information Systems**

EEI has developed the assessment report on Business Information Systems that is included in Section 3.9, based on data from the NERC assessment reports.

**2.4 NERC Assessment Report Format**

The NERC Y2k Readiness Assessment uses a Microsoft EXCEL™ spreadsheet. This spreadsheet, which is available from the NERC web site (http://www.nerc.com/y2k), has been distributed widely through available channels to all targeted entities. Completed responses are gathered electronically at the end of each month and compiled into an EXCEL database. The process has been automated to facilitate the aggregation of the individual reports, while maintaining the anonymity of the reporting organizations. Once submitted, the reports go through a verification and data validation process. The final results are made public on the NERC Y2k web site.

*A list of responding entities is provided on the NERC Y2k web site, but NERC has made a firm commitment to all reporting organizations that NERC will not connect their identities to the specific responses in the database.*

The NERC Y2k Readiness Assessment spreadsheet has an initial section to identify the organization, followed by sections covering the following areas essential to sustained, reliable operations of electric systems into the Year 2000:

- General preparation (project plans, contingency plans, training, etc.)
- Nuclear power generation
- Non-nuclear power generation
- EMS/SCADA
- Telecommunications
- Substation controls and system protection (including distribution)
- Business information systems
Section 3. Readiness Assessment Results Fourth Quarter 1998

This section summarizes the findings of the Y2k readiness of electric systems as of the fourth quarter 1998 (based on data provided through November 30, 1998). Each area of the progress assessment report includes major findings, an analysis of those findings, and recommendations. Supporting data are available for electronic download from the NERC Y2k web site at http://www.nerc.com/y2k.

About 98% of the electricity supply and delivery organizations in North America have participated in the NERC Y2k Readiness Assessment process to date. About 194 of 198 bulk electric entities and 2,821 of the 2,888 distribution entities in North America have participated in this process by responding to data gathering efforts by NERC, APPA, NRECA, or CEA. Lists of all participating organizations are available at the NERC Y2k web site at http://www.nerc.com/y2k.

Reports were received from entities representing:

- More than 704,017 MW (96%) of system peak load out of a total estimated system peak load for North America of 734,335 MW
- More than 666,474 MW (92%) of non-nuclear generating capacity out of 724,741 estimated in 1998 for North America
- 100% of operational nuclear reactors (103 units at 66 facilities) reporting through the NEI process. More than 93,617 MW (84%) of nuclear generating capacity out of 111,046 MW also reported voluntarily through the NERC process, including all Canadian nuclear facilities

This participation level is a marked improvement from the first report in September 1998. To assure continued strong participation, the NERC monthly report will become a conformance criterion for all bulk electric entities in the next period. APPA, NRECA, and CEA will continue to encourage participation of the few remaining distribution entities.

---

1 These numbers understate the total load and generation reported, since they are based only on the NERC data.
3.1 Readiness Status: Project Planning and Management Involvement

This first readiness assessment section reviews project plans and controls and management involvement. This section refers to data from the NERC assessment and therefore is limited to bulk electric systems. Results from distribution systems are addressed later in Section 3.8.

Executive Involvement in Y2k

Findings:

90% of reporting entities indicate the Y2k program reports to a vice president or higher.

89% of reporting entities indicate the Board of Directors or governing body of the organization receives at least quarterly briefings on the status of the Y2k program.

These numbers have leveled off after a slight increase from the third quarter 1998 report.

Analysis:

Follow-up interviews with entities reporting “no” on these items indicate that most Y2k programs do in fact report to senior management. The terms “Vice President” and “Board of Directors” lead to confusing responses in organizations that may have a governance structure different than a corporation, such as federal, state, county, and municipal agencies. These organizations include certain water and electricity management districts and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Not one follow-up interview indicated that the Y2k issue was buried at a technical or middle management level. In future periods, the reporting criteria will be clarified to indicate the acceptability of equivalent terms to Vice President and Board of Directors.

Executive awareness and oversight are critical factors in Y2k project success. The risk potential for shareholders, customers, neighboring electric systems, and dependent industries warrants accountability for the Y2k program by a corporate executive or equivalent. These two report items will become criteria in future
periods for determining whether a Y2k program conforms to industry expectations.

Recommendations:

1. NERC will issue a clarification explaining the alternative use of terms that are equivalent to Vice President and Board of Directors.

2. NERC will establish these two items as criteria for a conforming Y2k program beginning in the first quarter 1999.

3. The Y2k program at each electric supply or delivery organization should be a direct responsibility of a corporate vice president or higher (or equivalent for organizations other than corporations). This individual should be accountable for the overall success of the Y2k program.

4. The Board of Directors or equivalent governing body of each organization should receive at least quarterly updates of the Y2k program status.

**Use of a Written Y2k Plan**

Findings:

72% of entities reporting indicate they have developed a written plan for the management of their Y2K projects.

24% indicate a written plan is being developed with an average expected completion on December 31, 1998.

4% indicate they expect to use an unwritten plan or no plan.

Analysis:

Follow-up interviews indicate that the use of written plans may be understated. For example, one utility that reported ‘In Progress’ has a written plan filling a two-inch binder. This plan is used everyday to guide the project. However, because the plan is evolving, that entity chose to report it as ‘In Progress’. Once again, this is an opportunity to clarify the reporting criteria to gain a better picture of the level of conformance with expectations. If a written plan exists and it is being used, it should be reported as a ‘Written Plan’.
However, this issue cannot be entirely explained by confusion with the reporting criteria. A small portion of entities exists that simply has not completed its written plan. These entities should complete their plans immediately. Of the two entities reporting, they do not plan to develop a written plan at all, both are power producers. One has already completed all Y2k remediation and testing on its production facilities. The other plans to be ready by March 1999.

The use of a written project plan is critical. NERC will make this item a criterion for a conforming program beginning in the next report period. A written plan should include as a minimum: assigned responsibilities and accountabilities, measurable milestones, and a schedule. Those entities that have not completed a written project plan should take immediate action to develop one. Even entities that do not feel they have Y2k problems or have completed their work should have a written plan addressing the issues listed above.

No single best model exists for a Y2k project plan. The key characteristics of a plan are that it meets the needs of the organization and its stakeholders, it is adopted by the organization for implementation, and the organization’s officers accept the plan as an effective approach to address the identified risks.

Recommendations:

1. NERC will issue a clarification explaining that an existing written plan that is being effectively used should be reported as a ‘Written Plan’, even though the plan may continue to evolve.

2. NERC will establish this item as a criterion for a conforming Y2k program beginning in the first quarter 1999.

3. The Y2k program at each electric supply or delivery organization should be guided by a Written Plan.
3.2 Overall Progress Compared to Y2k Milestones

Y2k progress can be measured as a percent of work completed in several key phases. NERC has adopted the use of three phases: Inventory, Assessment, and Remediation/Testing. NERC has deliberately avoided placing a strict definition on these three phases, so as to prevent conflicts with internal project definitions.

These terms are commonly accepted in the industry and represent a reasonable division of the Y2k technical work. The division of work into these phases, however, is approximate and may require a certain amount of translation from internally defined project measures within each organization. Remediation and Testing is intended to include repair or replacement of Y2k deficient systems or components.

Y2k Ready means a system or component has been determined to be “suitable for continued use into the Year 2000.” Note that this is not necessarily the same as Y2k Compliant, which implies fully correct date manipulations. Consistent with practices across other industries, the NERC Assessment Process has adopted the term Y2k Ready and does not use the term Y2k Compliant.

It should be noted that these NERC-defined work phases do not necessarily flow sequentially. They will often be completed in parallel and there may be a need to iterate between the phases. For example, some devices may require testing to complete the initial assessment of Y2k susceptibility. After repair, the device may be tested again.

The NERC progress assessment is focused on mission-critical systems associated with the reliable and sustained production, transmission, and distribution of electricity into the Year 2000.

Findings:

Averages of the reporting organizations for the fourth quarter 1998 (as of November 30, 1998) indicate the following overall progress and expected completion dates for mission-critical electrical systems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y2k Program Phase</th>
<th>Average Percent Complete 4th Qtr 1998</th>
<th>CurrentProjected Average Completion Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>August 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>November 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remediation/Testing</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>June 1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The monthly progress in each of the three phases is shown in the graph below, beginning with data from the previous quarterly report (August 1998 data).
A more detailed analysis is provided below for each of the three work phases, beginning first with the *Inventory* phase.

The first graphic below shows that most reporting entities are 100% completed with initial *Inventory*. Most of the rest are nearly complete with this phase. A handful of organizations, mainly smaller producers or distribution entities, are reporting a low percentage of *Inventory* completed.

A review of expected *Inventory* completion dates (below) shows that most who did not meet the industry target of October 31, 1998 (shown by the heavy dark line) will be completed by the next quarterly report to DOE. The few entities expecting initial *Inventory* to be completed after March 1999 appear to misunderstand the reporting criteria because each of them has already completed at least 89% of their *Inventory*. 

This graph and similar ones that follow have on the horizontal axis the numbers 1 through 191, representing each entity reporting through the NERC process in November 1998. The vertical axis is the percent completion or expected completion date reported by each entity. The responses were sorted by magnitude for viewing and analysis.
Similar distribution curves are shown below for the Assessment phase. Assessment requires an initial review of whether the device or system may be susceptible to Y2k anomalies and should be further tested, repaired, or replaced. It does not require full completion of testing and remediation.

This first graphic shows about one third of reporting entities having completed their initial Assessment phase. The completion percentage drops off gradually over the remaining organizations, with some smaller organizations reporting 0% completion.

Most entities are expecting completion of the initial Assessment phase in the next quarter. Interestingly, again the latest projected completion dates come from entities that are well underway (60% or more complete). The smaller entities with 0% completion are expecting to be done with the Assessment phase in the first quarter of 1999 because they have only a few items to assess.
Progress in the Remediation and Testing phase is shown in the two graphs below. A few entities with a small number of facilities report 100% completion of Remediation and Testing. A wide variation exists among other entities, including some that report 0% completion of this phase. While most of the entities at the lower end of this curve have only a few facilities, some are mid-sized bulk electric entities. The heavy line in the graph below indicates a November 30, 1998 target of 52% complete. This is an expected progress level assuming a linear pace from the 28% reported in August 1998 to 100% completion by the end of May 1999.

The second graph below shows the projected completion dates for Remediation and Testing, with the heavy line indicating the industry target of May 31, 1999. Most of the entities that reported an expected completion date of more than 30 days after the target (about 25%) were contacted for follow-up questioning.

Of these, nearly all report that a small number of items are preventing them from completing Remediation and Testing by the target date. For example, a generating facility is scheduled for a maintenance outage in September 1999. To take the unit out of service for extended maintenance prior to that date would incur substantial costs. The unit is not necessary to meet lower than normal electricity demand through the initial transition to the Year 2000. All testing that could be done with the unit in service is done or will be completed by the target date.
Other entities contacted indicate that they were including all facets of their Inventory in the report, even those items not essential for sustained electric operations. These entities did not understand the reporting criterion to include only those facilities mission-critical for reliable electric operations into the Year 2000.

In the final graph below, more than two thirds of reporting entities recognize and intend to meet the industry target of having all mission-critical facilities Y2k Ready by June 30, 1999 (the heavy line shown in the graph is the target). Those reporting Y2k Ready dates after the target fall into one of two categories:

- A handful of facilities will not be Y2k Ready until later than the target for reasons discussed previously. Based on expected loading conditions for Y2k critical periods, reliable operation can be achieved if these facilities were not available.

- Reporting criteria are not clearly understood. Some entities assume that they cannot say they are Y2k Ready until all work, even non-essential systems, are completed. Some assume Y2k preparation is a continuing process right up to December 31, 1999, even though electric facilities needed for operation are ready months earlier.
Analysis:

Analysis of the monthly report data for bulk electric systems, as presented above, indicates that, on average, the bulk electric systems are close to meeting Y2k readiness targets. However, this means a portion are reporting expected completion dates that lag the industry targets. Follow-up interviews were used to determine the reasons these entities were expecting to miss the targets. It is apparent from these discussions that:

- Most electric facilities necessary for reliable operation into the Year 2000 will have completed Remediation and Testing by the end of May 1999.

- A small number of facilities (typically 1–5 per entity with late projections) may be completed beyond the target because of a scheduled outage period, vendor supply restrictions, or other project planning considerations.

- Some entities have been including items not essential to reliable electric operations going into the Year 2000.

A general sense of these discussions, which must be confirmed by more detailed reporting information in future periods, is that most electrical systems necessary to operate into the Year 2000 will have been tested, remediated, and will be Y2k Ready by June 30, 1999. Any facilities or systems that will be completed after this date are specifically known, are limited in number, and would not impact the ability to provide reliable electric service into the Year 2000 should they not be available. Despite these assurances, further steps outlined in the recommendations below will be taken to move closer to full conformance with industry targets.

Recommendations:

1. NERC will clarify reporting requirements to indicate that organizations should report items necessary for reliable electric operations into the Year 2000, and that completion should be reported when the work is done.

2. Reporting in future periods will allow for identification of a limited number of specific exceptions planned for justifiable reasons. NERC will review the exceptions, justifications, and the potential reliability impacts to determine if the exceptions are acceptable on a reliability basis.

3. In future periods, NERC and its Regional Councils will identify and apply greater supervision, including notice to the chief executive, to programs that do not conform to industry expectations. The four criteria for non-conformance are:
   a. Expected to complete Remediation and Testing or Y2k Ready status for mission-critical electrical facilities past industry targets of May 31, 1999 and June 30, 1999, respectively. Reasonable, specific exceptions may
be justified for a limited number of facilities if they do not pose a risk to
electric operations into the Year 2000.

b. Reported exceptions are excessive, not reasonably justified, or may pose
a risk to electric operations into the Year 2000.

c. Missed Y2k readiness status reports for two consecutive months.

d. No written plan or does not report to executive management.

4. Electric supply and delivery organizations should take steps to complete
initial Inventory and Assessment immediately, and to complete the remaining
targets by the following schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y2k Program Phase</th>
<th>Recommended Completion Date for Mission-Critical Systems/Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remediation/Testing</td>
<td>May 31, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y2k Ready Status</td>
<td>June 30, 1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These targets apply specifically to facilities that are necessary to meet
demand and reserve requirements for reliable operation into the Year 2000.
Note that the targets may not apply to 100% of the generating units, if some
units or facilities are not essential to meet operating requirements during the
1999–2000 winter season. Y2k Ready indicates “suitable for use into the
Year 2000 and beyond.”
3.3 Non-Nuclear Generation

Findings:

With 666,474 MW (92%) of non-nuclear generation reporting out of the 724,741 MW of total non-nuclear capacity in North America, the following progress is reported as of November 30, 1998:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y2k Program Phase</th>
<th>Average Percent Complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remediation/Testing</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The graph above indicates substantial progress since the previous report. The graph below indicates improvement in the projected date for achieving a Y2k Ready status for mission-critical non-nuclear generation. As described in the previous section, this pace must be accelerated to reach the goal of Y2k Ready by the end of the second quarter 1999.
Analysis:

Testing of non-nuclear generators continues to indicate a minimal number of failures that might cause an unremediated unit to trip. Fully remediated units are all expected to be able to operate into the Year 2000. The more typical types of failures that have been detected affect a date stamp of a historical function or a display screen, but would not impact unit operation.

The most serious concern for power production continues to be in the more modern plants operated by a Digital Control System (DCS). These stations are highly automated to obtain maximum efficiency. The DCS controls nearly all aspects of a generating unit from fuel and airflow for combustion, to water and steam flows, to turbine-generator controls, to auxiliary systems. Most of the technical expertise for these highly complex digital systems is with the original vendor, making this one of the more important vendor dependencies for the electric industry. Although DCS vendors are generally cooperative, the resources of some are stretched under the current demand. DCS vendor support is one of the constraints often quoted for units that will be completed past the industry target dates. There have been a few instances during Y2k testing in which it is thought that a lock up of an unremediated DCS system might have caused the unit to trip.

Another type of system reported as being somewhat more problematic than others are continuous emissions monitoring systems (CEMS). Problems being detected, however, do not appear to be limiting the operation of a unit, because they are linked to the data management rather than the monitoring devices themselves. A spectrum of approaches exists to deal with emissions monitoring from use of internal expertise for testing to dependence on vendor support, to replacing systems with those known to be Y2k compliant.

Of particular interest are the results of integrated tests involving the entire power station. More than 40 units at more than a dozen utilities have been tested while operating on-line and producing power. These tests consist of simultaneously moving as many systems and components as possible forward or backward to various critical dates. These tests require an extraordinary level of preparation and coordination to ensure the safety of all systems and that the impact to the electric system would be minimal should a unit trip during the test.

Of all the integrated unit tests reported to date, not one test of a fully remediated unit has resulted in a Y2k failure that caused the unit to trip. In some cases, units that were moved forward to a post January 1, 2000 date have been left to continue running with clocks set ahead with no negative consequences. Others report setting back the date at which their units operate. A typical setback is 28 years to closely align the calendar dates with days of the week and leap years.
One issue moving forward is how much of this integrated generator testing is appropriate. The answer is not simple because the preparations to conduct such a test on a unit are extensive and the results continue to indicate that a unit properly tested at the component level does not exhibit problems at the overall unit level. The experience with this type of testing will continue to increase in the next quarter. More detailed results from these tests should be shared across the industry to evaluate whether further integrated testing is appropriate, or if it is simply a challenging exercise with little incremental value.

Most Y2k testing at power plants is performed using in-house resources during a scheduled outage. Controllers with embedded chips sometimes can be tested in place, but are often moved to a special test laboratory set up at the plant. Tests are often performed using specially adapted PCs or laptops that can be connected to a device to run a series of tests. Many companies reporting have adopted a customized version of the General Motors Year 2000 Testing Template, the EPRI Y2k Test Procedures, or the British Standards Institute Y2k Compliance Standard.

Some power producers rely on vendor test results if they are credibly documented or verified. However, most power producers are committed to testing all mission-critical components and systems themselves (DCS systems are the obvious exception as previously discussed). Power producers also are actively implementing vendor supplied or recommended upgrades. Some have hired additional technicians or engineers to assist in the process.

Recommendations:

1. Organizations with generating facilities should adjust schedules and resources to meet the recommended industry milestones. Specific exceptions should be reported beginning in the first quarter 1999.

2. Organizations with DCS controls on generating units should collaborate through EPRI or vendor user groups to optimize available resources and information necessary to test and remediate DCS systems.

3. NERC or EPRI should facilitate an industry assessment of the benefits and risks of on-line generating unit tests and propose guidelines for the practice.
3.4 Nuclear Generation

Nuclear facility Y2k programs are closely coordinated within the overall enterprise-wide Y2k program. However, to take advantage of substantial work and leadership in this area by NEI, NERC requested that NEI provide an assessment of Y2k activities in the nuclear sector for incorporation into this report. The assessment by NEI is provided here.

Each nuclear facility Y2k readiness program has a broad scope, including components and systems important to the continued operation to generate electricity into the Year 2000. Reporting is based on the full program, not just those items considered mission critical.

Findings:

This nuclear Y2k program update is based on November 30, 1998 status reports from all (100%) operational nuclear generation plants. There are 103 operational reactors at 66 facilities. Reporting is at the facility level.

All nuclear generation facilities have a Y2k readiness program based on guidance in NEI/NUSMG 97-07, “Nuclear Utility Year 2000 Readiness.” All readiness programs have senior management involvement.

The following summary is based on reporting milestones that are slightly different for the nuclear facilities compared to the other areas reporting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y2k Program Phase</th>
<th>Average Percent Complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inventory (Initial Assessment)</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed Assessment</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remediation</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Similar to the other areas being assessed in this report, completion of the detailed assessment, including component testing and development of remediation strategies, is a good indicator of the Y2k readiness of nuclear plant facilities. The projected percentage of plants completing these efforts is indicated in the following chart.

No facility has found a Y2k problem that would have prevented safety systems from shutting down a plant, if conditions required after the turn of the century. Thus, Y2k problems in nuclear facilities do not represent a public health and safety issue.

Twenty facilities have identified specific components for which remediation is currently scheduled to extend beyond the June 30, 1999, target date for readiness program completion.

All facilities will develop contingency plans for key rollover dates. Work on this phase is 13% done, with a target completion date of June 30, 1999.

Analysis:

On average, detailed assessments are 75% completed, compared to 40% in the previous report. Although the rate of progress is good, expected completion dates for this phase have slipped for some facilities. Currently, 50% of the facilities estimate completion of this phase by the end of the year, compared to 84% in the previous report. Although few problems are being found, this delay
in the schedule for completing detailed assessments reduces the time available to complete required remediation.

Twenty facilities have identified specific components for which remediation is not scheduled to be completed by June 30, 1999. In general, this represents one or two items at a plant. The nuclear readiness program recognizes that some remediation would extend beyond the target completion date of June 30, 1999. In many cases, a low risk remediation effort has been scheduled for a fall 1999 outage to avoid an unnecessary shutdown. In some cases, delays are driven by projected component delivery schedules or the scope of work involved.

Facilities have recently started work on contingency plans for key Y2k rollover dates, with most of the planning effort to be conducted between January and June 1999. NEI conducted a workshop for nuclear facility Y2k project managers in early December to focus on the work remaining to be done in 1999. This workshop was part of a continuing process of sharing information between project managers and reviewing solutions to problem areas. Topics included:

- Current industry status and areas needing attention
- Training on the industry’s contingency planning guide
- Sharing audit program insights
- Expectations for readiness program reporting
- Sharing remediation insights

The Canadian Electricity Association has assisted by coordinating with the three entities operating nuclear power producing facilities in Canada. All of these facilities are similar in design, utilizing Atomic Energy Canada Limited’s CANDU heavy-water reactors. The nuclear industry in Canada is regulated by the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB), which has established a rigorous Y2k program as part of its licensing activities. The AECB does “not foresee the need for license conditions specific to Y2k issues at this time. Safety issues that could arise from Y2k-related problems can be dealt with at assessment and are covered by existing license conditions.”

Recommendations:

1. Nuclear facility managers need to apply additional attention to detailed assessments that are scheduled for completion after December 31, 1998. Facilities should review outstanding work to ensure critical systems are tested first and, where possible, schedules accelerated.

2. Any remediation scheduled to be completed after June 30, 1999 warrants special management attention. In some cases low risk items will continue to be scheduled for fall outages. For other items, schedules should be reviewed and accelerated or alternate remediation strategies considered.
3.5 Energy Management Systems

Of the major control centers reporting in the third quarter 1998, the following results are reported. Progress has improved since the previous report and is nearly on target for completion of Remediaiton and Testing by May 31, 1999.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y2k Program Phase</th>
<th>Average Percent Complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remediation/Testing</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in the graph below, the projected schedule for achievement of Y2k Ready status for EMS/SCADA systems has improved.

Analysis:

Most companies utilize commercial EMS/SCADA products. A few have ordered new Y2k compliant systems as part of their Y2k remediation approach. For those, Y2k testing may consist of factory acceptance tests in the vendor's shop. For these new systems, Y2k issues are typically resolved prior to delivery and installation.
Some of the entities interviewed report using the EPRI Testing Guidelines during their EMS/SCADA testing. A few organizations use a simulator or test bed during EMS/SCADA testing, while others use their backup or development EMS/SCADA systems as test environments. A few entities report that they use the Bellcore Y2k Test Procedures or an ABB-Integrated Test Package for end-to-end testing of SCADA.

Several organizations report having made upgrades to satellite clocks connected to their EMS computers. These upgrades are required to correct the well-known 1,024-week rollover bug in Global Positioning Systems (GPS).

Interviews with Y2k program managers indicate that no major problems are being encountered during testing and that EMS/SCADA systems are expected to be at full capability during Y2k. Problems that have been found are typically limited to historical logs or date displays.

Testing is a complex process that includes computer hardware, communications equipment, computer operating systems, databases, software applications, display systems, etc. For some components, such as computer operating systems, the utility is highly dependent on a vendor. For the most part, however, utilities have the expertise in house to test and correct for any date problems within the EMS/SCADA.

The two most significant risks associated with EMS/SCADA operation into the Year 2000 are:

- Loss of external data communications (discussed in next section)
- Overload of alarm systems or data buffers if a burst of activity occurs during critical rollover periods

Recommendations:

1. Organizations with control center facilities such as EMS and SCADA systems should adjust schedules and resources to meet the recommended milestones.

2. EMS/SCADA systems are vital to reliable electric system operation and should be rigorously tested. Contingency strategies should be well defined and practiced, including use of backup facilities and alternatives such as manual control and voice communications.
3.6 Telecommunications

Findings:

The following are the progress results in the fourth quarter of 1998 for the internally owned and operated telecommunications systems used to monitor and operate electric supply and delivery systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y2k Program Phase</th>
<th>Average Percent Complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remediation/Testing</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Projections for Y2k Ready status have improved but continue to lag the target slightly.
Analysis:

The electric industry owns and maintains a majority of its voice and data communications facilities. However, a significant portion of voice and data communications flow over the facilities of external service providers. These providers may be local telephone carriers providing dedicated circuits to carry monitoring and control signals to power plants and substations. They also may be providers of long distance services, satellite systems, cellular systems, and wide-area networks. The electric industry, like many other industries is dependent on a complex set of integrated communications systems.

Most entities report satisfactory progress in testing their internal communications systems, as reported above. Like EMS/SCADA and DCS systems, communications is an area that often requires support from vendors. Entities report making Year 2000 upgrades on older network equipment (e.g., routers, hubs, and switches). Often testing procedures or test results have been made with the assistance of or information available from equipment vendors.

It is apparent that it will not be practical to perform extensive integrated testing with external voice and data communications service providers. Typically these service providers are working hard to complete their own program but cannot dedicate substantial resources to joint testing with individual customers, including electric utilities. Also, these service providers typically cannot provide live circuits for end-to-end testing with electric systems, leaving most testing for a laboratory environment.

The large number of entities involved further compounds the challenge of joint testing with external communications providers. There are over 3,000 electric organizations in North America, over 1,400 independent telephone companies, and dozens of other major communications service providers. One large electric utility may use as many as 40 to 50 telephone companies in several states.

To overcome these challenges, it is necessary to collaborate across both industries to perform the following:

- Share information to test and remediate as smartly as possible
- Conduct joint demonstration tests of integrated electric system voice and data systems with independent telephone companies and major service providers
- Coordinate inter-industry contingency planning

These activities have become more formalized in recent months to provide both industries necessary support. NERC is working to develop one or more joint tests near the end of the first quarter 1999. Coordinated contingency planning is beginning in January 1999.
Many larger electric entities, and in some cases regions that have banded together for the purpose of coordinating with communications providers, have had success in getting necessary support and testing.

Partial loss of voice and data communications remains a high priority for contingency planning for electrical systems. Backup voice communications systems that do not have common failure modes with primary systems are the appropriate strategy for voice communications. Loss of data communications may require manual operation of some facilities. These issues are discussed further under contingency planning in Section 4.

Recommendations:

1. Organizations should adjust Y2k schedules and resources to meet the recommended milestones for voice and data communication systems essential to electric power production and delivery.

2. NERC should coordinate joint demonstration tests with the telecommunications industry with the goal of discovering vulnerabilities and developing mitigation strategies.

3. For communication systems that are deemed essential to power system operation, contingency plans for alternative communications should be provided.
3.7 Substation Controls and System Protection

Findings:

The progress by phase in the area of Substation Controls and System Protection is provided below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y2k Program Phase</th>
<th>Average Percent Complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remediation/Testing</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Projected completion of *Y2k Ready* status has improved, similar to other areas, but is slightly behind target.

Analysis:

Most entities report finding no system protection devices that would cause power interruptions or safety concerns as a result of a Year 2000 rollover in digital
electronics. Some report minor issues with microchips and relays, which may result in minor cosmetic results such as two-digit years in logs. Entities report repair of these devices using vendor supplied chip upgrades. Many electric systems still utilize electromechanical relays, which are not date sensitive. Most report known work around procedures for cosmetic problems.

A few entities report using test beds or test labs for testing substation and system protection devices. Typically these are portable laptop computers with special customized software. Generally no date rollover problems are found. Some event recorders may experience date problems, but most other items are date insensitive. Event recorders should be fully tested and remediated, as they may provide valuable information following a disturbance.

Some relays and devices do not recognize a leap year, but this condition exists in other years as well, is not unique to Y2k, and is not an operating problem.

Recommendation:

1. Organizations with transmission or distribution substations should adjust schedules and resources to meet the recommended milestones.
3.8 Distribution Systems

Background:

Due to the number (about 3,000) and diversity of distribution systems in North America, NERC has obtained the assistance of four electric industry associations (APPA, CEA, EEI and NRECA) to collect information on the developing state of readiness of electric distribution systems. Due to the differences among industry segments, each association took a different approach to collecting assessment information. This section of the report was developed through the collaborative efforts of these four organizations.

EEI’s approach was to analyze the distribution system data provided by the NERC assessment reports, because the majority of the investor-owned electric utilities are directly involved in reporting to NERC in all assessment categories. This approach also allowed EEI to gather information on investor-owned utilities that are not part of EEI’s membership.

APPA’s approach was to develop a three-tiered survey to assess the current Y2k status of APPA member and nonmember public power systems. Over 2,000 surveys were sent out, followed by a phone survey starting in October 1998. The first tier was a comprehensive three-page survey sent to the largest 241 systems. The second tier was a two-page survey sent to the middle 539 systems. The remaining systems, those with less than 3,000 customer meters, received a simplified one-page survey. To date, APPA has received responses from systems representing statistically a virtual 100% of the customers served by public power, and surveys from over 98% of all systems. APPA also has included Y2k readiness information from the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and Puerto Rico.

NRECA’s approach started with information from its telephone survey in August 1998. This information established a baseline set of data on the amounts and types of equipment at each distribution cooperative. That data was used to divide rural electric distribution cooperatives into two groups for the fourth-quarter survey conducted in early December 1998. About 600 cooperatives that have minimal or no Y2k sensitive equipment were faxed a four-page abbreviated form. The remaining approximately 275 cooperatives were faxed an eight-page survey similar to the NERC form. NRECA non-members were included in the process. Questions about generation were not posed to rural electric distribution systems, as they do not control generation assets. The Generation & Transmission (G&T) cooperatives that do own generation are reporting through the NERC process.
CEA used a short questionnaire, similar in content to those used by APPA and NRECA, to gather information from Canadian distribution entities. There were 71 responses received to date.

Findings:

Indicated below, is the fourth quarter 1998 Y2k progress results for distribution system organizations responding to the NERC survey:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y2k Program Phase</th>
<th>Average Percent Complete 4 Qtr 1998</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remediation/Testing</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Analysis:

Distribution system control, communication, monitoring, and data gathering equipment can be separated into three categories: 1) electromechanical, 2) analog electronic, and 3) digital electronic.

Electromechanical equipment is the predominant type of equipment in distribution systems and is not date sensitive because it has no electronics.

Analog electronic equipment generally monitors voltage, current, or frequency and has little or no need for a date function. Also, much of the voice communications equipment used by distribution systems is analog electronic.

Although EMS and SCADA hardware devices and operating software depend on date functions, relatively few distribution systems use these systems. Two thirds of rural electric distribution cooperatives do not have significant investments in SCADA or EMS equipment. Revenue metering equipment falls into all three categories.

With few exceptions, digital electronic equipment is the category in distribution systems that may be susceptible to Year 2000 rollover problems. There are some recent trends toward automation and computerization of some distribution devices, including regulators, reclosers, meters, recorders, relays, capacitor controls, automatic transfer switches, time-of-use meters, communication with mainframe, and interfaces to SCADA, where microprocessor and/or digital electronics are involved. These devices need to be evaluated, assessed, and tested for Y2k readiness.

With regard to telecommunications systems, like the rest of the industry, distribution systems rely on the publicly switched telephone network, as well as private wireless and wired networks for mission critical power delivery functions. Telecommunications equipment owned or used by rural electric cooperatives is under scrutiny for Y2k deficiencies.

Responses to the top two tiers of APPA survey, which together represent nearly 95% of the customers served by public power, indicate that over 96% have Y2k plans. Over a third of these have hired consultants to assist in their Y2k efforts. Some testing has been completed by almost 70% of these public power systems. Over 65% of the small public power systems report that their city government has the overall responsibility for the Y2k plan.

Responses to the NRECA survey indicate 97% of Inventory, 92% of Assessment, and 80% of Remediation and Testing have been completed as of early December 1998. Responses indicate 90% of software and 94% of hardware systems will be Y2k Ready by June 30, 1999.
CEA analyzed data received from 76 Canadian utilities. These results suggest that 61% of the Y2k work in the distribution area had been completed by Canadian electric utility organizations as of the end of November. The average date for Y2K project completion is June 1998.

Distribution entities have reported that the assessment of protective relaying systems have not uncovered any problems that would prevent these systems from being Y2k Ready. Further testing of specific systems will be done to confirm these findings. Equipment manufacturers have indicated that most of the date-related information does not affect the system protection aspects of the relays. Companies are testing more than just the calendar function of the devices. They are also testing normal device operation as devices pass through critical dates in testing.

Distribution entities are reporting some problems in the metering and fault recorders area involving software that is not compliant. Vendors are providing new software versions in each case.

No universal guidance exists to date on the need to test all microprocessor-based components in distribution systems. At issue is whether every individual device should be tested. The question is most difficult in distribution systems, where thousands of a specific type of device could be found. An alternative would be to apply statistically valid sampling methods or to rely on the vendor certification of a particular model of a device. Distribution equipment in this category includes communications devices, relays, reclosers, and some metering with digital components.

Further evaluation is needed to assess the benefits of one testing strategy over another within distribution systems. Pending further research, it is recommended that if the failure of a digital device alone could result in customer outages, each individual device should be tested. Otherwise statistical measures or vendor certification may be more appropriate.

NRECA and APPA developed Y2k Readiness Guides that were distributed to all public power systems and rural electric systems in October 1998. APPA also has undertaken a project to produce a Y2k case study guide of three municipal electric systems in the U.S. This study guide is scheduled for completion in February 1999. NERC’s Contingency Planning Guide will also be made widely available to all electric distribution systems to assist their planning efforts.

Recommendations:

1. All distribution organizations should plan to have mission-critical systems and components Y2k Ready by June 30, 1999. This includes remediation and testing of components identified to have Y2k problems and measures to
mitigate the possible loss or malfunction of systems and components that can not be repaired and will not be replaced.

2. Distribution entities should prepare Y2k plans including special operating procedures, training, contingency plans, and emergency response.

3. Pending further research, it is recommended that if the failure of a digital device alone could result in customer outages, each individual device should be tested. Otherwise statistical measures or vendor certification may be more appropriate.
3.9 Business Information Systems

Background:

This section on Business System Information Systems is included at the request of the electric utilities and their associations. Although business systems do not have instantaneous impact on the power supply of North America, some of these functions may be necessary for the sustained operation of each organization. Electricity providers must have the continuing ability to service customers, order fuel supplies, pay their work force, and locate equipment in the field.

The readiness assessment of business information systems was done with the cooperation of APPA, CEA, EEI and NRECA. Electric utilities vary greatly in size and scope. They may be distribution-only, or vertically integrated with generation and transmission. Customer counts range from a few hundred to several million. Thus, no single approach to assessing Y2k readiness of business information systems is appropriate. Larger, investor-owned electric utilities, represented by EEI, all received the Business Systems Assessment form included in the NERC process. APPA, CEA, and NRECA used the survey processes previously described in the distribution section.

Findings:

The following are the results in the fourth quarter of 1998 for business systems at electric supply and delivery organizations responding to the NERC survey:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y2k Program Phase</th>
<th>Average Percent Complete 4 Qtr 98</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remediation/Testing</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Analysis:

To date, 170 electricity providers utilities have responded to the Business Systems portion of the NERC survey, including 78 investor-owned utilities, 22 generation and transmission cooperatives, and 27 municipal utilities.

As in the third quarter survey, business systems are at a higher percentage of completion than the overall average. The readiness of business systems has improved substantially during the three months since the initial report, with 98% of all business systems inventoried and 91% assessed.

However, only 78% of electricity providers responding to the NERC survey have completed inventory of all business systems, and only 15% have completed all assessments. Only one electricity provider reports completion of all remediation and testing for business systems.

About 95% of business systems at reporting utilities are expected to be Y2k Ready in the second quarter of 1999, with all systems ready in the third quarter. This is an improvement in the expected completion date over the September 1998 report, though not yet in conformance with NERC targets.

Organizations are reporting that systems that share data between the mainframe and distributed platforms are difficult to test due to the complexity of the systems and information relationships. Organizations have indicated that network components are difficult to test thoroughly, as real-world environments are difficult to replicate. Others have cited the lack of “user experts” as an issue when it comes to certifying a system as Y2k Ready.

Some entities are taking a second look at their inventory and assessment as they have obtained additional information concerning systems that may be at risk. In some cases, entities are waiting on vendors to supply Y2k fixes to systems or waiting on certification or testing of outsourced business systems before remediation and testing phases can be completed.
Recommendation:

1. Although business system Y2k readiness is above average and accelerating among respondents, schedules should be adjusted and necessary resources added to meet the recommended NERC milestones. In particular, electricity providers must quickly complete the inventory and assessment of all business systems to allow sufficient time for remediation and testing by May 31, 1999.
3.10 General Issues Identified During Assessment Process

Several issues that span the overall Y2k program are addressed in this section.

1. **Customer Support:** Each electrical system entity that directly serves customers should establish an information program focused on sharing results and recommendations with customers. Establishing a Y2k web site and literature mailings have proven successful for that purpose. Some entities have conducted or plan to conduct symposia targeted toward customers, particularly larger ones. Customers with very large demands (for example greater than 10 MW) and customers with critical demands related to public health or safety should review their own emergency power supply provisions and coordinate as needed with their electricity provider. It is not practical in most instances for the electricity provider to conduct joint tests of facilities with individual customers, but the needs and the power supply provisions of the most critical customers should be discussed.

2. **Vendor Support:** Although electrical utilities tend to have substantial in-house expertise to operate and maintain their systems, they are dependent on vendors in some areas, as pointed out previously (i.e., DCS, EMS/SCADA, and telecommunications). Vendor support has been generally satisfactory with some instances of spotty cooperation. In some cases, the utility is sufficiently large or can band together with others to provide leverage to get the necessary support from vendors. Electric utilities are most likely to apply business incentives to obtain cooperation rather than to threaten legal actions. Vendor user groups and collaborative efforts such as that sponsored by EPRI can have a positive effect on gaining vendor cooperation and consolidating demands on vendors. In some cases, raising issues to the upper level of management of the vendors has been successful.

3. **Information Sharing:** The “Year 2000 Information and Readiness Disclosure Act” has had a positive impact on the flow of information sharing by electric utilities and their suppliers. Although liability issues have not been erased, information sharing is much freer in the past three months.

4. **Independent Verification:** The process NERC and its association partners use relies on information reported by members of the industry. There have been extensive follow-up discussions with Y2k program managers at reporting entities on issues and concerns raised by the assessments. The NERC project team is satisfied that the results reported are open and accurate and, if anything, conservative statements of progress. Some organizations use an independent review function within the organization to monitor their Y2k program. Others have hired an independent firm to verify program performance. Ultimately, the decision regarding whether independent verification is necessary should be made by each organization. In future periods, NERC will request information on whether an independent review is performed of each organization’s Y2k program.
5. **Excessive Reporting Burden:** Some entities report continuing requests for excessive information from customers and regulatory agencies. Every effort should be made by customers and regulatory agencies to use existing information from the NERC program. Where it is appropriate to obtain details of an individual program, that information should be directly requested from the utility. The NERC report format should be used as much as possible, even for these individual requests for information.

6. **Personnel Resources:** Availability of qualified resources, particularly engineers and technicians, is an issue reported by a number of programs.

7. **Clean Facility Management:** Y2k programs should implement positive controls to assure that once facilities have been declared *Y2k Ready* they do not become re-contaminated by incoming supplies or software modifications.
Section 4. Contingency Planning and Preparations

4.1 Goal of Contingency Planning

The NERC Y2k program uses a “defense-in-depth” concept. Test results into the fourth quarter of 1998 continue to indicate that Y2k failures do not appear to be of the type that would cause properly remediated electrical facilities to trip out of service. However, the consequences of wide-spread or extended outages, however improbable, are so significant that the industry does not plan to stop simply with testing and repairing equipment. Contingency planning is an important step in assuring that electric systems are operated in a manner such that operating problems are handled without resulting in a loss of customers due to Y2k.

4.2 NERC Y2k Contingency Planning Guide

NERC has developed a guide to Year 2000 contingency planning and preparations for the electricity supply and delivery systems of North America. The goal is to mitigate operating risks to achieve reliable and sustained electric operations during the transition into the Year 2000 and beyond.

This guide is intended to address all aspects of electric power production, transmission, and distribution in North America. The guide is available on the NERC Y2k web site at http://www.nerc.com/y2k.

The following steps outline the NERC process for Y2k contingency planning and preparations. These steps are intended as a general guide. Regions and operating entities are expected to develop contingency plans that meet their specific requirements.

Step 1: Identify Y2k Operating Risks
Step 2: Conduct Y2k Scenario Analysis
Step 3: Develop Risk Management Strategies
Step 4: Implement General Preparations
Step 5: Plan Power System Operations during Y2k Periods
Step 6: Implement the Y2k System Operating Plan

4.3 Organization and Responsibilities

The effort of preparing electric systems for operation during critical Y2k transition periods must be coordinated at several levels. NERC is coordinating contingency planning and preparations at the Interconnection and interregional
levels. NERC will review the contingency planning and preparation efforts across all ten Regional Reliability Councils.

Regional Reliability Councils will coordinate efforts within their Regions and with neighboring Regions. This includes intra- and interregional studies and preparations. Regional Reliability Councils will assure participation of members of the Region.

Organizations that operate generation, transmission, or distribution systems will participate through the Regions in this contingency planning and preparations effort. They will coordinate contingency planning and preparations with their customers.

4.4 Critical Y2k System Operating Dates

Part of the Y2k risk assessment process is to internally review the risks of Y2k anomalies for various dates. NERC-recommended dates for consideration are listed below in priority order. It is important to recognize that critical transition periods may last only for minutes or hours due to primary causes (i.e., unit trips, loss of primary voice communications, etc.) or for days or weeks for secondary causes such as reduced supplies of natural gas, oil, or coal.

**Priority 1 Dates**
December 31, 1999 to January 1, 2000  Rollover to 2000: Date = 010100

**Priority 2 Dates**
September 8, 1999 to September 9, 1999  Special value: Date = 090999
February 28, 2000 to March 1, 2000  Rollover in/out of leap year date

**Priority 3 Dates**
April 8, 1999 to April 9, 1999  Special value: 99th day of 1999
August 21, 1999 to August 22, 1999  GPS satellite clocks expire

4.5 Activities Completed During Fourth Quarter 1998

The following activities have been completed in the fourth quarter 1998:

1. All bulk electric operating entities have been requested to prepare draft contingency plans by December 31, 1998. These plans are to be submitted to the NERC Region, integrated into a Regional plan and reviewed for completeness and consistency. NERC will review the contingency planning process and results at a meeting by the end of January 1999. A mid-point review of contingency plans conducted by NERC in November 1998 demonstrated that this task is being taken very seriously and progress has been substantial.
2. NERC is initiating a series of Interconnection studies to analyze electric system behavior under anticipated Y2k conditions. A first step is to gather system snapshots during the current New Year’s Eve period to obtain demand and generation patterns. This data will be used to build one or more base cases for Y2k studies. Data from previous New Year’s Eves on long weekends indicate that demands are typically in the 40-50% of system peak demand. The data will be adjusted over a range of possible conditions determined by customer behavior, weather, and Y2k operating plans. The NERC Engineering Committee will facilitate a series of power flow and stability studies to evaluate various operating strategies. Individual Regions and operating entities will also perform studies with more local detail.

3. Initial planning of the April 9, 1999 industry drill has begun. A document describing the scope, objectives, and reporting requirements for this drill will be available by the end of January. This drill will focus on operating the system with limited voice and data communications. It requires placing personnel at key operating facilities and communicating by backup systems.

One Regional entity, PJM Interconnection L.L.C (PJM), completed a drill on December 15–16, 1998 that included Y2k-related communications. PJM simulated the loss of voice communication – requiring operators to provide drill data via point-to-point satellite communications. This portion of the drill tested the operator’s ability to use "one-way" communications to supply necessary data (satellite phones, when in the point-to-point mode, are very similar to walkie-talkies).

This drill simulated the loss of voice and data communications with another company and requested that the necessary data be supplied to calculate Area Control Error (i.e., tie line flows and schedules). A number of data and communication issues were identified (i.e., know what screens the data is located on, how to report flows "from bus to bus" rather than +/-, frequency of reporting, and threshold delta for increased reporting frequency).

Additional tests of satellite communications will be planned in PJM as more local control centers obtain satellite communications. In addition, tests of power system control data reporting requirements will be drilled in the future. A satellite communications protocol is being developed for the purposes of conducting a point-to-point satellite conference call.

4. In November 1998, the NERC Operating Committee approved the Contingency Planning Guide and recommended proceeding with the April and September drills. On January 4, 1999, the NERC Board of Trustees approved conduct of the April 1999 drill and development of a detailed plan for the September 1999 drill.
4.6 Y2k Contingency Planning Issues

1. **Voice and Data Communications:** The provision of voice and data communications is emerging as the highest priority issue in contingency planning. Electric power systems have grown over the past 20 years to be heavily dependent on communications equipment and networks for real-time control and monitoring. Operation with limited communications is feasible, by returning to more manual methods of control and monitoring that were used in the past. Potential mitigation strategies include provision of backup voice communications independent of primary systems and preparations to operate in a manual mode using personnel at key operating facilities.

Contingency planning will also include consideration of information management during Y2k periods. Information from Asia, Australia, and Europe that might be considered in operating systems in North America will be obtained and broadcast to operating entities. A communications function will be established to rapidly share information and gather information regarding systems conditions during Y2k periods.

2. **Unusual Loading Patterns and Minimum Generation Conditions:** Another priority concern that is emerging from the contingency planning process stems from the need to have additional generating units on line as a precaution against Y2k events. With additional generators on line and the possibility of customer demand being low through the extended holiday period, utilities must consider what is called a “minimum generation” condition. When there is too much generation on line in relation to demand, system voltages and frequency can rise. Planning for the rollover into the Year 2000 must trade off the need to have additional reserves to respond to possible generator contingencies with the potential for excessive voltages. Customers should be encouraged during the period not to take unusual steps such as shutting down facilities that would normally operate through the holiday weekend. Extremely low demand or an unusual demand pattern can present additional challenges for operation of the electric system.

3. **Restoration Plans:** Control areas should review system restoration plans for Y2k considerations, including the ability to black start. These plans should be coordinated with neighboring systems, including plans to reconnect systems. Dependence on external black start resources should be coordinated to ensure they will be available under Y2k conditions.

4. **Contingency Planning in Distribution Systems:** Contingency planning should be extended to distribution systems. In particular, distribution systems should prepare plans for restoring customers under anticipated Y2k conditions. Loss of external power supplies and loss of distribution facilities should be considered in the contingency planning process.

5. **Emergency Services:** Coordination of emergency services and emergency response to serve the public are not part of the NERC Y2k program.
Planning for emergency services and emergency response should be handled through those agencies that would typically provide support, such as municipal, county, and state emergency response agencies. These agencies should coordinate emergency response strategies with essential utility services providers, including electricity, communications, water, and sewage. Issues to be addressed include movement of utility-essential employees to key locations, service restoration priorities, communications, and Y2k scenario response strategies.

6. **Market Operations:** One goal of preparing for Y2k is to impact electric market operations as little as is necessary and to allow market participants to be part of the Y2k operating strategy. It is not certain at this point if the number of market transactions should be reduced during the critical rollover periods (they may already be at a low level due to the holiday). It is clear that market participants should be part of the solution and should be informed and included in the contingency planning process. NERC offers an Interim Market Interface Committee as a good forum to start discussions in early 1999. Similar coordination should take place at the Region and the individual system levels.

### 4.7 Contingency Planning Schedule

Contingency planning efforts are specific to each operating entity but require coordination at the Regional, interregional, and Interconnection levels. The NERC Operating Committee, through its Security Coordinator Subcommittee, will facilitate this process.

The following milestones are applicable to the NERC contingency planning process:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 31, 1998</td>
<td>First draft of Regional and operating entity contingency plans available to NERC/Regions for review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 25–26, 1999</td>
<td>NERC review of draft contingency plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 27, 1999</td>
<td>Inter-industry contingency planning coordination meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 8–9, 1999</td>
<td>First industry-coordinated Y2k readiness drill (communications)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 30, 1999</td>
<td>Second draft of Regional and operating entity contingency plans available to NERC/Regions for review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 8–9, 1999</td>
<td>Second industry-coordinated Y2k readiness drill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section 5. NERC Y2k Coordination Plan

This section provides a summary of the Y2k coordination activities of the electric industry of North America. As described in Appendix C, the program is being facilitated by NERC, its ten Regional Reliability Councils, and trade association partners.

More than other industries, the electric power industry of North America has proven its capability over the past 30 years to meet operating challenges through close coordination of planning and operations. The result is the most reliable electric service in the world.

5.1 Objectives

The goal of the NERC Y2k Coordination Plan is to prepare the electric systems of North America for reliable and sustained operations into the Year 2000 and beyond. This goal is achieved through the following objectives:

1. Assuring mission critical systems are Y2k Ready by June 30, 1999 through coordination of a rigorous program of identification, repair or replacement, and testing of software, digital components, and integrated systems. The principal tool for coordinating this effort at the industry level is the NERC Y2k Readiness Assessment Report.

2. Coordinating the sharing of Y2k technical and project management information and resources. This sharing occurs through the NERC Y2k website, industry conferences, technical committee meetings, a NERC-sponsored Y2k Coordination Task Force, an EPRI information exchange program, and other cooperative efforts.

3. Coordinating the assessment of Y2k operational risks and developing and implementing contingency plans in accordance with the NERC Contingency Planning Guide.

NERC, its Regional Reliability Councils, and their members are working together to meet these objectives. The previously mentioned industry associations, APPA, CEA, EEI, EPRI, EPSA, NEI, and NRECA, are assisting in these efforts and working actively with their members.

5.2 Defense-in-Depth Strategy

NERC is focused on operational reliability through a “defense-in-depth” strategy. The defense-in-depth strategy assumes that although one has taken all reasonable and necessary preventive steps, there can never be 100% assurance that major system failures cannot cause a catastrophic outcome. Instead, multiple defense barriers are established to reduce the risk of
catastrophic results to extremely small probability levels and to mitigate the severity of any such events.

Despite the NERC Y2k readiness assessment process and the Herculean efforts of countless persons across the industry, there is no guarantee that all Y2k deficiencies will be identified, fixed, and tested in the remaining time. The cornerstone of the NERC Y2k plan, therefore, is to coordinate industry actions in implementing the following defense-in-depth strategy:

1. **Identify and fix known Y2k problems.** NERC is providing a vehicle for sharing of information on known Y2k problems and solutions associated with the operation, control, and protection of power generation, transmission, and distribution facilities. This information includes a generic inventory of Y2k susceptible components, testing guides, and Y2k project management guides.

2. **Identify most probable and credible worst-case scenarios.** NERC is facilitating the conduct of Regional and individual system assessments of risks to determine most probable and credible worst-case scenarios. Mitigation plans for these scenarios will be developed and implemented on a Regional and local basis.

3. **Plan for the probable — prepare for the worst.** NERC will coordinate efforts to prepare for reliable and sustained operation of electric systems into the Year 2000 and beyond. Preparations include development of special operating procedures and conducting training and system-wide drills.

4. **Operate systems in a precautionary posture during critical Y2k transition periods.** NERC will coordinate efforts to assure electric power systems are operated in a manner commensurate with identified operating risks. Examples of precautionary measures may include reducing bulk transfers, ensuring that all available generation and transmission facilities are in service, and increased staffing at control centers, critical substations, and generating stations during rollover periods.

5.3 **NERC Y2k Coordination Plan**

To accomplish the objectives stated above, a “Y2k Coordination Plan for the Electricity Production and Delivery Systems of North America” was developed in June 1998 and is continuously maintained. This plan is divided into the following three phases:

**Phase 1 (May–September 1998)** — In Phase 1, NERC mobilized coordination and information-sharing efforts and performed a preliminary review of Y2k readiness of electric power production and delivery systems. Phase 1 culminated in an initial report to the NERC Board of Trustees on September 14, 1998 and to DOE on September 17, 1998.
Phase 2 (September 1998–July 1999) — NERC is assisting the Regional Reliability Councils and their member operating entities in resolving the known Y2k technical problems. A process of monthly reporting of progress using established criteria is continuing. A Contingency Planning and Preparations Guide is being implemented to identify, assess, and prepare for most probable and credible worst-case scenarios. Phase 2 will culminate in July 1999 with a report to the NERC Board and to DOE on measures being taken to prepare bulk electric power production and delivery systems for operation during the Y2k transition. Interim quarterly reports, such as this report, will continue to be provided.

Phase 3 (July 1999–March 2000) — During this period, NERC will review the final preparation and implementation of contingency plans and operating procedures. NERC and its Regional Reliability Councils will facilitate the conduct of a September 1999 drill and final arrangements to prepare for critical Y2k periods.

Phase 1 Tasks

Task 1. Establish an Internet web site for sharing of information on known Y2k problems and solutions. NERC has established a Y2k web site and will continue to add resources and links to other sites. The web site includes Y2k resources and an information exchange forum. (Done and continuing.)

Task 2. Prepare a list of bulk electric system Y2k key entities and contacts. This list identifies Y2k key personnel in each Region and at system operating entities. This list is maintained on the NERC Y2k web site. (Done and continuing.)

Task 3. Establish a NERC Y2k Coordination Task Force. This Task Force has one representative from each Region who is knowledgeable about Y2k issues and the activities within the Region. The Task Force coordinates through frequent teleconferences and meetings to ensure high levels of information exchange and coordination of efforts. (Done and continuing.)

Task 4. Coordinate a preliminary assessment of Y2k readiness. NERC, along with its Regional Reliability Councils and industry partners, has facilitates reporting of quarterly status of Y2k readiness, as summarized in this report. This Y2k Readiness Assessment process will continue through the remaining phases. Report data will be gathered on a monthly basis and summary progress reports delivered to DOE on a quarterly basis. (Continuing.)
Phases 2 and 3 Tasks and Schedule

Task 5 Develop Y2k contingency plans. NERC, in coordination with the Regional Reliability Councils, is facilitating the identification of most probable and credible worst-case scenarios. These scenarios will be evaluated from the perspective of probability and consequences to determine appropriate mitigation strategies. (Initial drafts completed and currently under review.)

Task 6 Facilitate development and implementation of Y2k preparedness plans. NERC, in cooperation with the Regional Reliability Councils, will facilitate the development and implementation of special procedures and plans for operation during Y2k transition periods. NERC will develop the generic elements of a preparedness plan for use by operating entities in developing specific plans. (Under development.)

Task 7 Facilitate conduct of training and drills. Training and drills will be coordinated by Regional Reliability Councils to ensure personnel and systems are ready for operations during the Y2k transition. A drill in April 1999 is focused on communications during Y2k. A September 8-9, 1999 drill is planned as a rehearsal for the New Year’s rollover. (Under development.)

Task 8 Coordination of plans to configure electric systems in precautionary posture. NERC and the Regions will coordinate the preparation of operating plans to mitigate the consequences of any adverse Y2k problems. Examples may include ensuring that all available transmission facilities are in service, starting additional generators, which include older analog controlled units, providing additional staff at control centers, power stations, and critical substations, and operating the electric system with reduced electricity transfers. The critical Y2k operating period is likely to extend several weeks before and after midnight December 31, 1999. (Under development.)

Task 9 Coordination of system monitoring and rapid response during Y2k period. NERC, the Regional Councils, and Security Coordinators will monitor conditions during Y2k-critical periods and be prepared to implement pre-established contingency plan. This includes development and implementation of a Y2k communications plan. (Under development.)
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Background – Year 2000 Impacts on Electric Power Systems of North America
Background – Year 2000 Impacts on Electric Power Systems of North America

Will the lights go out at midnight, December 31, 1999? Many so-called experts in the news and on the Internet have predicted that the electric systems of North America will suffer major power outages as a result of the “Y2k bug.” These outages are forecast to last days, weeks or even months as electric utilities scramble to fix hard-to-find problems. Life in North America as we know it will supposedly come to a grinding halt without electricity and make a slow, painstaking recovery.

Are these predictions true? One thing we do know – these predictions are not based on facts or rational analysis of information from the industry. That is the purpose of this report. This report provides a comprehensive review of where the electric industry of North America is in its efforts to identify, fix, and test for the Y2k bug. This report looks at the nature of the Y2k threat in electrical systems, what is being done about it, the schedule for completing the work, and how the industry is preparing to deal with contingencies that may occur.

Will the lights go out? The answer is that no one knows for certain yet what the effects of Y2k will be. The risks that Y2k may impact electric system operations are real – much like the risks that earthquakes or severe weather could cause electrical outages even before the new millennium arrives. In our favor is a workforce of competent people, dedicated to maintaining reliable electric system operations, who are working hard to solve the problem.

What is the Y2k Bug?

The Y2k bug results from a programming convention for the designation of a date as MMDDYY in the United States and DDMMYY in other parts of the world. This convention has been used extensively since the earliest days of computer programming and now affects numerous software programs and electronic devices, including some of those used in electric power systems. The bug becomes apparent as we transition from the year 1999 to 2000, when computers and electronic chips read the year as 00.

The most obvious outcome is that computer programs and electronic devices could interpret 1/1/2000 as 1/1/1900, causing problems for any applications that depend on time or dates. Testing has shown that the Y2k bug is actually much more complex than this simple explanation because a variety of problems can occur with date interpretation. The problems are not restricted to a single date change at midnight December 31, 1999. Date-related anomalies may occur at 1/1/99, 9/9/99, 2/29/00 and up to a dozen other dates. Although there are many known types of Y2k failures, the three dominant ones are:
• Failure to recognize the correct year in transitioning from 99 to 00.
• Expiration of an electronic “clock” that was referenced to measure time as the number of seconds from an initial start date, such as January 1, 1970, and which will expire on a certain date when the clock counter buffer is full.
• Use of certain values, such as 99, to serve as placeholders with special meanings for programmers, hence the concerns for 1/1/99 and 9/9/99.

How did something that is so obviously a major problem today come to happen? Common wisdom is that programmers in the early days of computers were thoughtfully saving precious memory space by using two digits for the year. A more likely explanation is that programmers were simply carrying forward a common practice in everyday life of depicting a date as MMDDYY. Because most computer applications (then as well as today) are not date sensitive, programmers were simply denoting a date in the same manner it would be written or viewed by a human. If anything, use of the MMDDYY (or DDMMYY) format saved on the amount of programming code needed to convert the date to any format other than the one in which it would be displayed.

Regardless of how we arrived at this dilemma, it is upon us. The concern now is how to fix the problem and mitigate its consequences – now. The hands of time will not stop as they tick toward an inevitable encounter with the Year 2000.

How do Electric Power Systems Work?

Overview of Electric Power Systems
The figure above shows that electricity is produced in power plants. There are many types of power production facilities, but the most common are fossil-fueled (oil, natural gas, and coal-fired), hydroelectric (run-of-river or pumped storage), and nuclear plants. There are also power plants that use renewable resources, such as wind, geothermal, and solar power.

A commercial power production station may consist of a single unit producing as little as a few million watts (MW), up to very large stations of 8-10 large generating units producing a total of 8,000 MW or more. In 1998 there is about 835,787 MW of electric power production capability in North America – enough to power 8.36 billion light bulbs at 100 watts each!

A generating station typically contains a complex set of equipment, controls, and computers to manage fuel, boilers, water and steam systems, plant auxiliary equipment, and electrical systems, just to mention a few. A power station will usually have an adjacent electrical switchyard to which it feeds its electrical output, and which it uses for outside power when the plant is off-line. Some generators are located remote from demand centers, often near a fuel supply or a cooling water supply. Other generators are close to the demand centers and are especially useful during heavy demand periods or as a backup supply.

In the switchyard, the electricity from the power plant is usually “stepped up” in voltage for transmission to other parts of the system. The voltage of the electricity that is generated is increased to a higher voltage to allow it to flow over a longer distance with a lower power loss – the higher the voltage, the lower the current flow for the same amount of power transported. The transmission system consists of electric substations networked together by connecting power lines. Each substation contains transformers to raise or lower voltage, voltage regulating devices, circuit breakers and switches, meters, control devices, and communications equipment. Most, but not all, control equipment is in the substation. This equipment includes controllers to operate devices, and protection systems to open circuits if there is a fault. Each substation typically has its own backup battery power supply so that the protection systems, controls, and communication equipment can continue to operate for several hours, if there is a power outage.

The bulk electric transmission system is tightly networked so there are many alternative paths for the power to flow. The transmission system carries the electricity to load centers where the voltage is “stepped down” through transformers for local distribution.

Distribution systems have much of the same types of equipment as the transmission systems, except that the distribution equipment operates at lower voltages. As distribution systems get closer to the ultimate points of use, they typically become more “radial,” like the spokes on a wheel. Power flow into a
modest-sized town might have 6–10 power lines. By the time the power is flowing along a typical street, there is usually only one line providing the power flow at any moment in time.

Some of these radial distribution lines are sectionalized with cross ties, so that if part of a line becomes damaged (say by a fallen tree) many of the customers whose electric service was interrupted can be reconnected from an alternate source. Large metropolitan load centers are typically more networked and have numerous power sources. Distribution systems tend to be more electromechanical and have less digital controls than the bulk electric systems.

Both transmission and distribution systems, have extensive protection schemes – relaying. Relays detect abnormalities (faults) in the power system. Each relay is responsible for the protection of a specific sector of the power system. When a relay has detected a fault condition, it sends a signal to the appropriate circuit breakers in the switchyard or substation to open, thus disconnecting the element of the power system that has the abnormality. Abnormalities can be caused by such events as a simple kite string contact, a lightning stroke contact to a circuit, or the failure of a transformer. Some protective devices are used along distribution feeders to automatically sectionalize the feeder (isolate sections where an abnormality occurred) or to reclose on the power source after a fault has been cleared.

At the point of use, the electricity flows through a meter and into the customer’s electrical system. Some large commercial and industrial customers connect at higher distribution voltages such as 480, 4,160, or 13,700 volts. However, most residential customers connect to the electric system at 120/240-volt service.

Many customers that have critical electrical needs provide their own backup power supplies as a precaution against the loss of off-site power. Although power supplies in North America are very reliable compared to other parts of the world, some outages are inevitable due to storms, fires, accidents, or equipment failures.

Two components of the power system that are not shown in the figure above but which are very important are the control centers and the data and voice communications systems. Although the facilities shown in the figure represent the physical plant to produce and move power, the control centers and communications facilities serve as the brains and nervous system.

About 200 control centers in North America manage the bulk electric system. Of these, 136 operate as “control areas,” meaning they dispatch generation on a moment-by-moment basis to maintain a balance of power generation and demand. The remaining centers operate transmission facilities only. In addition, hundreds of additional control centers are used to monitor and control the local distribution systems. All control centers typically have a data acquisition
capability to collect real-time status of the electric system, supervisory control to operate breakers, switches, and voltage control devices, and other software programs to manage the system. The figure below shows conceptually the control center operator dispatching generation and transmission within his or her area to: a) balance demand and generation and b) to ensure flows and voltages stay within safe limits.

In addition to the control centers, power systems depend on an intricate network of voice and data communications. Much of the communications capabilities such as remote terminal units at the substations, fiber optic lines, local and wide area networks, telephone and radio systems, and microwave systems are owned and operated by electric utilities. Other capabilities, such as dedicated leased telephone lines, satellites, cellular networks, and Internet services may be provided by external sources.

The bulk electric systems of North America are tightly connected into three major electrical Interconnections\(^1\), sometimes called “grids.” All of the generators and

\(^{1}\) Quebec, Canada was previously described as a fourth Interconnection in North America. Although Quebec still does not operate synchronously within the Eastern Interconnection, modifications made to its electrical system including the strength of its HVDC ties to New England and New York are the basis for recently incorporating Quebec into the Eastern Interconnection. Quebec operates to the same reliability standards as other utilities in the Northeast Power Coordinating Council.
electrical demands within each Interconnection are connected electrically and operate together as a single large interconnected “machine.” The largest of these grids, the Eastern Interconnection, covers the eastern two-thirds of the U.S. and eastern Canada. The second largest, the Western Interconnection, covers the western third of the U.S., western Canada, and the northern portion of the Baja California Peninsula in Mexico. The third is called ERCOT (Electric Reliability Council of Texas), which covers most of Texas. In addition to these three major Interconnections, there are numerous smaller electrical systems in Alaska, Hawaii, and several coastal islands off the U.S. and Canada.

Each of the three major Interconnections is a highly connected electrical network. A major disturbance within an Interconnection can have an immediate effect throughout the Interconnection. This high level of interdependence within an Interconnection means that the strength of the overall system may only be as strong as the weakest link. It also means that electric systems depend on each other for help during critical periods. This interdependence implies that an individualistic approach to the challenges of Y2k may leave gaps in efforts to prevent adverse effects to operations within an Interconnection.

The three major interconnections operate without synchronous connections, but there are DC ties connecting them. Major DC ties allow Quebec to deliver electricity to New England and New York, connect the Eastern and Western Interconnections, and connect ERCOT (Texas) to the Eastern Interconnection.

Three Major Electrical Interconnections of North America

As a final note, electricity is the original and ultimate example of “just-in-time” manufacturing. Electricity cannot be stockpiled in large quantities like other commodities, such as water, gasoline, clothing, and paper. This real-time
production requirement greatly increases the complexity of producing (generating), transporting (transmission), and delivery (distribution) of electricity. At the instant someone turns on a light or their PC, the additional electricity required must be immediately available from a generating station that may be hundreds of miles away.

**What is the Nature of the Y2k Issue in Electrical Systems?**

In most respects the electric industry faces the same Y2k challenges as every other industry and even small businesses and individuals. Y2k anomalies could lead to the malfunction of software programs on mainframe computers, servers, PCs, and communications systems. Corrupted data could be passed from one application to another causing erroneous results. In the electric industry, this means computer programs used for accounting, administration, billing, and other important functions could experience problems.

Of greater concern, both in the electric industry and elsewhere, is the pervasiveness of the Y2k bug in embedded chips. Small electronic chips control devices used throughout our society. Examples include heating and cooling systems, VCRs, answering machines, facsimile machines, coffee pots, microwave ovens, and traffic light controls.

In the electric industry, these chips are used in communications and numerous power system device controllers. Electronic chips are generally mass-produced without knowing the ultimate application of the chip. A single circuit board can have 20–50 of these chips from various manufacturers. Because of the diversity of chip suppliers, one vendor may use a different mix of chips even within devices labeled with the same name, model number, and year. Many of these chips have built-in clocks that may experience date change anomalies associated with Y2k. The difficulty is in identifying all of these devices, determining if they have a Y2k problem, and repairing or replacing those that do. It is estimated that less than 1–2% of these devices may use a time/date function in a manner that could result in a Y2k malfunction of the device.

**Mission-Critical Systems Affected by Y2k**

It is important to understand how Y2k may affect the components of the electrical system that are essential to the production, transmission, and delivery of electricity. Addressing the Y2k bug is a daunting task, but it becomes more manageable if we focus on mission-critical systems. There are five areas in which Y2k poses the greatest risks to a reliable electric supply:

- **Power production** — generating units must be able to operate through critical Y2k periods without tripping off line. Units that are scheduled to operate must be able to start up and deliver electricity as planned. The threat is most severe in power plants with Digital Control Systems (DCSs). Many
older plants operating with analog controls may be less problematic. Numerous control and protection systems within the DCS use time-dependent algorithms, which may result in generating unit trips when encountering a Y2k anomaly. Digital controllers that have been built into station equipment, protection schemes, and communications also may pose a risk. Nuclear generation is an important part of the electric supply mix and is addressed as a separate element of this report.

- **Energy management systems** — There are about 200 bulk electric control centers\(^2\) in North America. From these control centers, system operators monitor and control the backbone of the electrical systems and dispatch generation to meet demand. Computer systems within these control centers use complex algorithms to manage the operations of transmission facilities and to dispatch generating units. At any moment in time, a percentage (i.e., 10–20\%) of generating units may be on automatic control for the purpose of following the change in electrical demand and regulating Interconnection frequency. Many of the control center software applications contain built-in time clocks used to run various power system monitoring, dispatch, and control functions. Some energy management systems are dependent on time signal emissions from Global Positioning Satellites, which reference the number of weeks and seconds since 00:00:00 UTC January 6, 1980\(^3\). Beyond the 200 bulk electric operating centers, there are hundreds of additional control centers used to manage sub-transmission and distribution systems. These systems are typically operated using a subset of an energy management system, called Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA).

- **Telecommunications** — Electric power systems are highly dependent on microwave, telephone, VHF radio, and satellite communications. If the control centers are the “brains” of the electrical grids, communications systems are the “nervous system.” Telecommunications is the single most important area in which the electric systems depend on another industry. Many of the telephone, microwave, and network services used for communications in the electric industry are provided by telephone companies and other communications and network service providers. The dependency of electric supply and delivery systems on external service providers is a crucial factor in successful performance during Y2k transition periods.

- **Substation controls and system protection** — Throughout electric transmission and distribution systems there are substations that contain control equipment such as circuit breakers, disconnect switches, and

\(^2\) The number 200 is approximate, depending on the definition of bulk electric control center. Bulk electric operations centers perform generation dispatch and control, transmission monitoring and control, and emergency operations. There are 136 Control Areas.

\(^3\) UTC is an acronym for an internationally coordinated time scale that forms the basis for disseminating standard frequencies and time signals.
Remote terminal units (RTUs) in substations serve as the communications hubs for the substations, allowing them to communicate with the control centers. Substations also contain most of the transmission and distribution system protection relays, which serve to operate circuit breakers to quickly isolate equipment should an electrical fault occur on a line, transformer, or other piece of equipment. Many devices and relays in a substation are electromechanical (not digitally controlled), but a portion of these devices may be digital.

• **Distribution systems** — Distribution systems deliver electricity from the transmission network to customers. Because there is a lot of commonality in the types of substation equipment in distribution compared to transmission, for the purpose of this report, transmission and distribution substations are aggregated as one area. Distribution systems have additional equipment outside substations (for example along a distribution feeder) that may have electronic controls. Examples include reclosers (relays that open and close a feeder in rapid succession to allow a fault to clear), capacitors, voltage regulators, and special monitoring devices.

Although the five areas outlined above focus directly on the production and delivery of electricity, other support systems are essential to sustained operations of the electricity service provider. These systems have been grouped under the heading “Business Information Systems” in this report. They may include customer service call centers, supply and inventory systems, accounting systems, and others.
Appendix B

Letter from the United States Department of Energy Asking NERC to Coordinate the Electric Industry’s Y2k Readiness Program
Mr. Erle Nye  
Chairman of the Board  
North American Electric Reliability Council  
1601 Bryan Street  
Dallas, TX 75201  

Dear Mr. Nye:

We are writing to seek the North American Electric Reliability Council’s (NERC’s) assistance in assessing whether the Nation’s electricity sector is adequately prepared to address the upcoming year 2000 computer problem.

The Administration is undertaking a coordinated effort to assess various sectors’ readiness to address the issue. The Department of Energy (DOE) is taking the lead in working with the electricity industry to facilitate actions necessary for a smooth transition through this critical period. To this end, we are requesting that NERC undertake the coordination of an industry process to assure a smooth transition.

The electric system is such a highly interdependent network, and so vital to the security and well-being of the Nation, that there is very little margin for error or miscalculation. The Department realizes that activities designed to address this issue are already underway in many electric utilities, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), and in other Federal agencies. We are concerned, however, that these activities may not be fully coordinated, or worse, may be incomplete. The Nation needs to know that a systematic process is in place to ensure that the electric supply system will not experience serious disruption.

This is truly a reliability issue, and NERC has demonstrated over the last 30 years that it is capable of coordinating the activities of electric market participants to resolve such issues. NERC is the most appropriate body to organize this process and report periodically on its status. We are confident that NERC will be able to mobilize the necessary cooperation from the Regional Reliability Councils, their members’ utilities, and other industry organizations, to develop and implement a process that is both efficient and effective. We are asking that you provide us with written assurances-by July 1, 1999, that critical systems within the Nation’s electric infrastructure have been tested, and that such systems will be ready to operate into the year 2000. The DOE is prepared to work with NERC to help overcome any obstacles that you might encounter in carrying out this effort. Finally, we wish to work with you to provide a suitable public forum in the late summer or early fall of
this year at which NERC and others could report on the industry’s assessment of this issue and outline its plans to address this challenge.

Public events on this subject are important and valuable for two reasons. First, they will convey to the public and public officials that the industry is indeed preparing systematically for the transition. Second, they will confirm to the industry that Government agencies and the public are depending on them to ensure that the transition goes smoothly.

We are looking forward to further discussions with you on this important issue.

Sincerely,

Federico Peña
Secretary

Elizabeth A. Moler
Deputy Secretary
APPENDIX C

Who’s in Charge of the Electric Industry’s Y2k Program?
Who’s in Charge of the Electric Industry’s Y2k Program?

In an industry that has about 3,200 organizations in North America that could be considered part of the electricity supply and delivery chain, that’s a tough question. Ultimately, every individual electric service organization is accountable to its own stakeholders for its performance in meeting the challenges of Y2k. Those stakeholders may include customers; federal, state, provincial, and local government agencies; shareholders of an investor-owned utility; or members of an electric cooperative. In other words, every electric service provider is ultimately accountable to its stakeholders for resolving Y2k challenges.

Regulatory oversight on the Y2k issue is a very complicated matter. In the United States, the Department of Energy has authority to act in matters that concern maintaining a secure supply of electricity to the nation. In Canada, many of the powers for regulating electric utilities lie in the provincial governments, although the Canadian federal government also has regulatory powers. In both countries, local governments have jurisdiction, often over retail matters, siting of facilities, and other issues. Finally, a portion of the Western Interconnection is in Mexico. In short, considering the electric Interconnections of North America span three countries and countless state, provincial, and local jurisdictions, defining legal authorities for resolution of Y2k problems is an extremely complex issue.

This complexity is one of the reasons the Department of Energy in early May 1998 turned to the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) to coordinate Y2k preparations in the electric industry (see the letter from DOE in Appendix B). NERC is a voluntary not-for-profit industry organization made up of ten Regional Reliability Councils. NERC and its ten Regional Reliability Councils account for nearly every bulk electric supply and delivery organization in the Interconnections of North America, spanning the United States, Canada, and Northern Baja California, Mexico.

NERC and its Regional Reliability Councils set operating and engineering standards for the reliability of electric systems in North America. The implementation of these standards has resulted in a quality of electric service unequalled in the world. Representation in NERC and its Regions includes all segments of the electric industry: investor-owned, federal agency, rural electric cooperative, state/municipal, and provincially owned utilities, independent power producers, and power marketers.

NERC and the Regions rely on the voluntary efforts of technical experts from the industry who serve on various engineering and operating committees. Through this collective effort, the industry is able to set standards for reliability, monitor compliance with the standards, assess the future reliability of bulk electric systems, and review past incidents for lessons learned. In short, NERC and its ten Regional Reliability Councils offer the best opportunity for the industry to
coordinate a collective effort to address the challenges of Y2k. More information regarding NERC and its ten Regional Reliability Councils may be obtained from the NERC web site at http://www.nerc.com.

In asking NERC to facilitate the electric industry’s Y2k efforts, DOE requested an initial status report and coordination plan by September 1998. A second report reviewing the readiness of electric systems for the transition to the Year 2000 and contingency plans was requested by July 1999. Because of the critical nature of the Y2k and the need to provide timely information to all interested parties, NERC is additionally providing written quarterly reports to DOE and the public until the Year 2000. These reports will be posted on NERC’s Y2k web site at http://www.nerc.com/y2k, along with the monthly summaries of Y2k readiness assessment surveys.

Although the letter from DOE was a catalyst for a heightened level of coordination, NERC and its Regional Reliability Councils recognize that there are many jurisdictions involved. NERC and the Regions have proven experience addressing international issues related to electric system reliability in the United States, Canada, and Mexico.

NERC’s membership is broad-based and focused on electric system reliability, making NERC a good choice to lead a coordinated effort to resolve Y2k issues. However, NERC has historically been focused on reliability of bulk electric systems. The inclusion of distribution systems significantly raises the coordination requirements from about 200 entities operating bulk electric systems to nearly 3,200 total organizations. Additionally, it was recognized that some business systems are essential to sustained electric operations and should be included in this report.

To address these issues, NERC has requested and received full cooperation from several industry trade associations with close ties to various sectors of the industry. These organizations are:

**American Public Power Association** — APPA’s membership includes many state, county, and municipal electricity service providers. APPA is coordinating information sharing and surveys of its members, as well as smaller nonmember public power utilities. APPA is assisting NERC in the industry-wide readiness review of electric distribution systems.

**Canadian Electricity Association** — CEA is assisting NERC by coordinating efforts in Canada, particularly to address the readiness of electric distribution systems and Canadian nuclear facilities. CEA also is serving as an interface to Canadian government agencies.

**Edison Electric Institute** — EEI, representing investor-owned utilities, has established a program to address Y2k technical, regulatory, and liability issues.
EEI is supporting the industry’s Y2k coordination efforts by facilitating Y2k manager forums, addressing legal issues, and reviewing the readiness of utility business information systems. EEI also is assisting in the readiness review of electric distribution systems.

**Electric Power Research Institute** — The EPRI Y2k embedded systems program focuses on the technical and project management issues relating to achieving Y2k readiness. While the program deals mainly with the electric power industry, the program includes efforts in the areas of natural gas pipelines and telecommunications.

**Electric Power Supply Association** — EPSA is providing coordination among its members, which include independent power producers and other power generating entities.

**National Rural Electric Cooperative Association** — NRECA is coordinating Y2k readiness assessments and information sharing among its membership, which includes about 900 rural electric systems, including generation and transmission cooperatives and power distribution cooperatives. NRECA is working closely with APPA and EEI to provide NERC an assessment of the Y2k readiness of distribution systems in the United States.

**Nuclear Energy Institute** — NEI is coordinating the assessment of Y2k readiness of U.S. nuclear facilities and is providing that information as part of this report. NERC is relying on NEI’s program to facilitate efforts in the nuclear sector, due to the specialized needs in this area.